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Abstract In the last two decades Europe experienced a series of high-impact heat extremes. We here
assess observed trends in temperature extremes at ECA&D stations in Europe. We demonstrate that on
average across Europe the number of days with extreme heat and heat stress has more than tripled and
hot extremes have warmed by 2.3 ◦C from 1950–2018. Over Central Europe, the warming exceeds the
corresponding summer mean warming by 50%. Days with extreme cold temperatures have decreased
by a factor of 2–3 and warmed by more than 3 ◦C, regionally substantially more than winter mean
temperatures. Cold and hot extremes have warmed at about 94% of stations, a climate change signal
that cannot be explained by internal variability. The clearest climate change signal can be detected in
maximum heat stress. EURO-CORDEX RCMs broadly capture observed trends but the majority
underestimates the warming of hot extremes and overestimates the warming of cold extremes.

1. Introduction
Human activities are estimated to have caused approximately 1.0 ◦C of global warming above preindus-
trial levels (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2018). On top of the mean temperature warming, a trend to more
frequent and intense heat extremes has been observed (Alexander et al., 2006; Coumou & Robinson, 2013;
Della-Marta et al., 2007). During the last decades Europe experienced a series of heat extremes that broke
long-standing temperature records almost everywhere (Barriopedro et al., 2011; King, 2017) with summer
2018 being very warm over most of Europe. Europe turns out to be one of the areas that experienced the
strongest intensification of hot extremes since the 1950s (Donat et al., 2013; Fischer & Knutti, 2014). At the
same time there has been a substantial decrease in the frequency of cold extremes (Alexander, 2016; Frich
et al., 2002).

From a statistical perspective temperature extremes can change as a result of mean warming or changes in
variance and skewness of the distribution (Katz & Brown, 1992; Loikith et al., 2018; Mearns et al., 1984; Schär
et al., 2004; Seneviratne et al., 2012). Model projections suggest that temperature variability will region-
ally decrease in winter and increase in summer (Cattiaux et al., 2015; Fischer et al., 2011; Holmes et al.,
2016; Kjellström et al., 2007; Orlowsky & Seneviratne, 2012), leading to cold and warm extremes warming
stronger than the mean. However, the observational evidence for variability changes is limited, and signifi-
cant changes in summer temperature variability have been documented only at few stations in central and
southern Europe (Della-Marta et al., 2007; Yiou et al., 2009). Recently, Gross et al. (2019) found based on a
gridded temperature data set the largest differences between extreme and seasonal mean warming rates in
the cold tails of the distributions for many regions in the extratropical Northern Hemisphere and the small-
est differences for boreal summer. Thus, differences in changes between extremes and seasonal means are
heterogeneous in space and time. We here test for a large network of stations whether changes observed in
extreme temperature are only due to a shift in mean temperatures toward a globally warmer climate or if
there is also a change in the variability of the temperature distribution.

Trend detection of extremes has mostly been done at global to hemispheric scale. At regional to local scale
internal variability can strongly offset or amplify local to regional trends in extremes over several decades
(Fischer & Knutti, 2013; Perkins & Fischer, 2013). We here test whether we can detect a climate change
signal at stations across Europe. In order to minimize the effect of internal variability, it is essential to aggre-
gate across large regions and analyze as long periods as possible. Likewise, we also reduce the sensitivity to
potential inhomogeneities at individual stations. Finally, most observational studies focus on temperature
only, whereas we here account for the effect of ambient humidity on heat stress, which is potentially rele-
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Figure 1. Frequency of hot (a, b), heat stress (c, d), and cold (e, f) extremes over time. The left column shows the
number of days (a) TX > 99th percentile, (c) WBT > 99th percentile, and (e) TN < 1st percentile from 1950–2018 for
region EUR. For illustration we added a linear trend and a second-order polynomial. The right column shows the
number of days which fall within certain percentile bins for three different time periods, 1950–1972 (orange),
1973–1995 (red), and 1996–2018 (purple). The percentiles were calculated using the whole time period 1950–2018. Be
aware that the bins are unequally spaced and the middle of the distribution was excluded in the figure.
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vant for health and labor productivity (Diffenbaugh et al., 2007; Fischer & Schär, 2010; Pal & Eltahir, 2016).
Most previous studies quantifying changes in heat stress were based on climate models. We here address
the question whether a signal in heat stress can be detected also in Europe.

Thus, we aim here at revisiting and detecting trends in temperature extremes for Europe. We assess how the
recent years fit the earlier trends and the projections. We first quantify observed trends in the frequency and
intensity of temperature extremes and test whether a change can be clearly detected, that is, whether they
are larger than expected from internal variability. We also include wet-bulb temperature, which combines
humidity and air temperature, as a measure for heat stress. In addition, we test if changes in the extremes
are larger than changes in the mean, as has been proposed in multiple modeling studies. Finally, we assess
how well EURO-CORDEX regional climate models (RCMs) reproduce the observed trends.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Data Sets
We use daily mean (TG), daily maximum (TX), daily minimum temperature (TN), and daily relative humid-
ity (HU) from the European Climate Assessment & Dataset (ECA&D, Klein Tank et al., 2002). This data set
provides quality-controlled station data for around 4,000 stations in Europe, the exact number depends on
the variable. Data are available from 1950 to present, we use data until October 2018.

We consider a station to be valid if at least 90% of the data is available over the whole time period 1950–2018
and for Figure 1 if at least 80% of data is available for each of the three subperiods. Every year needs at least
300 days valid data, otherwise we excluded this year when calculating yearly maxima or minima. When
calculating seasonal means we allowed not more than ≈10% of data to be missing per season (>82 days).
These constraints reduce the data set to around 1,000 stations for temperatures and even less for humidity
(∼440). However, these constraints are necessary to avoid spurious trends due to missing data in the time
series. For instance, imagine a station which only includes data until January 2017. Since we are looking for
maximum values per year, including this year would lead to very low yearly maxima in 2017. The wet-bulb
temperature (WBT) we calculate from humidity and mean temperature using the empirical equation by
Stull, (2011; more details in Text S1 in the supporting information). We group valid stations into four different
groups shown in Figure 2 (left panels), Northern Europe (NEU), Central Europe (CEU), Mediterranean
(MED) (Seneviratne et al., 2012), and Europe (EUR).

We also use the gridded version E-Obs v19e (Cornes et al., 2018) of the same temperature data and RCM
output from EURO-CORDEX (0.44◦ resolution; Kotlarski et al., 2014). The E-Obs gridded data set covers
the period 1950–2018. Some of the EURO-CORDEX runs are only available from 1971 onward. Hence, we
only use the time period 1971–2018 for the E-Obs versus EURO-CORDEX comparison.

2.2. Statistical Methods
We investigate yearly maxima and minima and calculate 1-day, 3-day, 5-day, and 7-day means (rolling means,
centered day of interest) for summer (June, July, August) and winter (December, January, February). For TX
and WBT we extract the yearly maximum, denoted TXx and WBTx (1-day), TX3x and WBT3x (3-day), and
so forth. For TN we look for the yearly minimum (TNn, TN3n, TN5n, and TN7n). In addition, we calculate
seasonal means of TG for each year for summer (TGJJA) and winter (TGDJF). Anomalies were calculated by
subtracting the seasonal mean over the whole 1950–2018 time period. Then we estimate the linear trends
based on anomalies using least-squares linear regressions.

We perform block bootstrapping (Wilks, 1997) over all stations at the same time (details in Text S2 in the
supporting information) to estimate trends expected due to internal variability. To assess if trends at individ-
ual stations are significant we use a two-sided p value (Wald-test with t distribution) adjusted using the false
discovery rate (FDR; Wilks, 2006, 2016) to account for multiple testing. We calculate the differences in trend
between TXx−TGJJA and TNn−TGDJF at individual stations and compare this distribution to a bootstrapped
distribution (Figure 3). To assess if the median trend change in the extremes is statistically different than
the seasonal mean trend we use a two-sided t test.

3. Results
3.1. More Hot and Less Cold Extremes
Days with extreme heat (TX> 99th percentile) as well as extreme heat stress (WBT> 99th percentile) have at
least tripled over the period 1950–2018. On average across Europe (EUR region) they increased from around
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Figure 2. The left column shows trends in (a) TXx, (c) WBTx, and (e) TNn at valid stations. In addition, the other
subregions used in the analysis are indicated on the map. The right column shows histograms of trends in (b) TXx,
(d) WBTx, and (f) TNn in light red (all stations) and dark red (only stations with statistically significant trends) and
from randomly bootstrapped time series in gray for EUR. The black range indicates the 5th to 95th percentile of the
median area averaged trends from the bootstrapped samples.

2 days/year in 1950 to about 6 days/year in 2018 as estimated from a linear trend (Figures 1a and 1c). The
change in the number of days exceeding a certain percentile should not necessarily be expected to be linear;
therefore, we also added the change estimated from a second-order polynomial trend. Even though these two
trend lines are different, the calculated increase over the time series is the same. The right side of Figure 1
shows the number of days exceeding a certain percentile for three different time periods (note that no trends
were calculated for these shorter subperiods). While the increase in hot days is small from 1950–1972 to
1973–1995, days with extreme heat have doubled up to 1996–2018 and more than tripled over the entire
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Figure 3. Histograms of the difference between TXx and TGJJA (left column), and TNn and TGDJF (right column) in
red and differences in trends from randomly bootstrapped time series in gray for different regions (a, b) CEU, (c, d)
NEU, (e, f) MED. The black range indicates the 5th to 95th percentiles of the median-averaged trends from the
bootstrapped samples. The p value compares station data and bootstrapped distributions using a t test.
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period (Figures 1a and 1b). The magnitude of this increase depends on the extremeness of the definition,
and is largest for the most extreme bins >99% (Figures 1b and 1d). The sign of the change is robust across
different percentile thresholds. Changes are consistent showing more frequent extreme hot days and warm
nights across all bins of temperature. The increase in extremely warm nights is even more pronounced than
for days, with more than doubling from the earliest to the most recent period (Figure 1f). Likewise, days
with extreme heat stress increased consistently with day and nights of extreme heat (Figure 1d).

On the other hand, extremely cold nights (TN< 1st percentile) have decreased by a factor of 2 to 3 from more
than 5 around 1950 to around 2 days/year in 2018 (Figure 1e). Again, the relative decrease is strongest for
the most extreme events. During the last three decades there was no single winter with an anomalously high
number of cold nights averaged across Europe. Both frequency of hot and cold extremes show considerable
year-to-year variations and multidecadal trends show spatial heterogeneities partly due to internal variabil-
ity. However, if aggregated across the whole of Europe, a clear signal emerges with strong trend toward more
days and nights with extreme heat and heat stress and less days and nights with extreme cold.

3.2. Amplified Warming of Hot and Cold Extremes
Figure 2 shows observed trends in the intensity of hot (TXx), heat stress (WBTx) and cold (TNn) extremes at
station level as well as aggregated over all stations in EUR as histograms. Hot extremes have warmed at 94%
of all stations with significant trends at 60% and a median warming of 0.33 ◦C per decade or 2.3 ◦C over the
period 1950–2018 across all stations in Europe (Figure 2b). In CEU the warming was up to 0.8 ◦C per decade
at individual stations (Figure 2a) that is more than 5 ◦C across the whole period. Heat stress extremes (WBTx)
have significantly intensified at 75% of all stations with a median trend of 0.32 ◦C per decade (Figures 2c
and 2d). Note that the WBTx trends are limited to a much smaller network of stations mostly in western
Europe that provided the necessary humidity measurements. In addition, we calculated trends for the hottest
multiday extreme episodes (hottest consecutive 3, 5, and 7 days), a metric for heatwave intensity. We find
that the hottest week and the week with the highest heat stress have intensified at about the same rate as
the 1-day extremes (Figures S1 and S2 in the supporting information). This is relevant particularly for those
impacts that only manifest themselves after a period of sustained heat (stress). Scherrer et al. (2016) even
found longer hot extremes (TX7x) to warm faster than shorter hot extremes (TXx) in Switzerland. While
we see a tendency for longer extremes to warm faster than shorter extremes in some regions this is not the
case in others and these differences are very small (see Figures S1–S3). The difference may either relate to
the different regional coverage or the longer time period (1900–2015) used in Scherrer et al. (2016). Overall,
these multiday trends are very similar and consistent to the one day hottest days per year. Therefore, we
concentrate on one-day extremes TXx and WBTx in the following.

Even though trends are negative at few individual stations, a very clear pattern emerges across Europe. The
trend distribution across all stations is clearly different than expected by chance. A first indication is that 94%
of the stations show positive and only 6% negative trends, whereas in the long run the two should balance
in the absence of change and if the stations were independent. Since this is not the case we further test
significance by using block bootstrapping and thereby accounting for temporal and spatial autocorrelation.
The gray distributions in Figures 2b, 2d, and 2f show trends obtained by block bootstrapping as measure
of what would be possible by chance. The median of the observed trend distribution is clearly outside the
confidence range of medians across the block bootstrapped distributions. We also test the significance of the
trends at each individual station and adjust these p values for multiple testing using the false discovery rate
(see section 2.2; Wilks, 2006). For TXx 60% of stations show statistically significant trends, for WBTx 75% of
stations. By chance and assuming spatial independence, we would only expect 2.5% of the stations to show
significant positive trends (given that we are testing on a 5% level using a two-sided test). Therefore, a clear
intensification of extreme heat and extreme heat stress can be detected across Europe with a distribution of
trends that is very different to what would be expected from internal variability. The overall trends in heat
stress are even more significantly different from internal variability, which is consistent with arguments
that the signal-to-noise ratio in models and the detectability in observations is higher for heat stress metrics
combining temperature and humidity (Knutson & Ploshay, 2016).

To investigate if warming in the hot extremes has been larger than in the mean, we look at the difference
between the trends in hot extremes (TXx) and summer mean temperatures and plot these trend differences
as histograms over all stations within a region (Figure 3, red). We test whether this warming difference
between hot extremes and summer mean is different to what is expected by chance. To this end we block
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bootstrap TXx and TGJJA and plot the distributions of their difference in gray, where this difference in the
mean is zero.

We find that in CEU heat extremes warmed more than the summer mean at about 85% of the stations and
with a median warming difference of 0.14 ◦C per decade (Figure 3a). This implies that across CEU heat
extremes have warmed by about 50% more than the mean. On the other hand, the warming of heat extremes
and mean is about the same in NEU and MED (difference in trends between TXx − TGJJA not significantly
different from zero, p value >0.05, Figures 3c and 3e). Hence, it is only in CEU that the warming in the
extremes was larger than in the mean in this data set. This is remarkably consistent with projections of heat
extremes both in many global climate models (GCMs) and RCMs that are projected to be amplified due to
enhanced variability across central Europe but not necessarily over southern and northern Europe (Cattiaux
et al., 2013; Fischer & Schär, 2009; Fischer et al., 2014; Orlowsky & Seneviratne, 2012; Seneviratne et al.,
2006). It has been suggested that the increase in variability results from (a) land surface feedbacks, which
are particularly relevant for central Europe, a transition region between a wet regime in the north and a dry
regime in the south (Cattiaux et al., 2013; Fischer & Schär, 2009; Seneviratne et al., 2006), (b) the fact that the
typical source regions of warming air advection in southern and continental eastern Europe warm more than
the source regions of cold-air advection in northern Europe and in the Atlantic (Holmes et al., 2016), and (c)
that the warming is amplified due to less clouds and higher incoming shortwave radiation (Tang et al., 2012).
For future projections, Argüeso et al. (2016) find that central Europe and the Mediterranean are regions
where changes in variability contribute to the increased intensity of heat waves. Therefore, it is possible
that even though we do not see a significant difference between trends in summer mean temperature and
extremes in the Mediterranean region so far, this could change in the future. However, Argüeso et al. (2016)
also find that Europe and North America, the two regions mostly studied when looking at climate extremes
are not representative for the rest of the globe, where there is less evidence for an amplified warming of
heat extremes and seasonal mean warming accounts for most of the changes in heat extremes. Overall, the
trends identified here are broadly consistent with earlier more regional studies focusing on daily extremes
(Croitoru & Piticar, 2013; Della-Marta et al., 2007; El Kenawy et al., 2013; Fioravanti et al., 2016; Ruml et al.,
2017) and hot summers (Christidis et al., 2015; Twardosz & Kossowska-Cezak, 2013).

Cold extremes have warmed across much of Europe at a rate much higher than hot extremes and with
trends up to 1 ◦C/decade at many stations in NEU and Eastern Europe (Figure 2e). The median warming
trend in cold extremes over all stations is 0.49◦C per decade (Figure 2f) and thereby about 50% greater than
for hot extremes. Ninety-four percent of all stations show warming trends that are significant at 40% of the
stations. Since year-to-year variability in cold extremes is substantially higher than in hot extremes, it is
not unexpected that the fraction of significant warming trends is smaller than for hot extremes despite the
warming rate being larger. Again, the overall distribution is very different to what would be expected due to
internal variability as estimated by block bootstrapping (gray distribution).

This raises the question whether cold extremes have warmed more than winter means? We find that the
trends in TNn were larger than winter seasonal means in CEU and NEU (Figures 3b and 3d) but around
the same in MED (Figure 3f). This implies that along with warming, winter temperature variability has
decreased over CEU and NEU. Therefore, cold extremes have warmed more than the corresponding winter
seasonal mean over these regions. Again, this behavior is remarkably consistent with model projections that
suggest amplified warming of cold extremes over these regions (e.g., De Vries et al., 2012; Fischer et al.,
2012; Holmes et al., 2016). It has been argued that the reduction in variability may relate to snow-albedo
feedbacks (Fischer et al., 2011) and due to advection, that is, that the source regions of cold-air advection
warm stronger than those of warm-air advection due to Arctic amplification (Screen, 2014) and land sea
contrast (De Vries et al., 2012; Holmes et al., 2016). Overall cold winters in Europe are generally associated
with the negative phase of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)(Hurrell, 1995). Circulation patterns like the
NAO as well as synoptic patterns like blocking events both contribute to thermal advection and, therefore,
could play an additional role in decreased winter variability (Holmes et al., 2016), which would support
stronger warming in cold extremes than winter seasonal means.

3.3. Do Regional Climate Models Reproduce Observed Trends?
In the following we address the question whether EURO-CORDEX RCMs capture the observed warming
trend of hot and cold extremes. Due to data availability and to allow for a direct comparison we use grid-
ded E-OBS instead of station data and restrict the analysis to the period 1971–2018. Even though the time
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Figure 4. (a) TXx and (b) TNn multimodel mean trends in EURO-CORDEX 0.44◦ runs from 1971–2018 in ◦C/decade.
(c, d) E-Obs trends and individual EURO-CORDEX modeled trends as boxplots (whiskers are 5th and 95th percentile,
box 25th–75th percentile). The following panels show histograms of trends in (left) TXx and (right) TNn. Panels (e) and
(f) show the gridded E-Obs data in orange versus all EURO-CORDEX 0.44◦ runs in green. The green box shows the
medians of all individual models. Paneld (g) and (h) show the gridded E-Obs data versus the ECA&D station data in
blue in ◦C/decade for the three SREX regions together.
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period is different and based on gridded rather than on station data as in Figure 2, the pattern and range
of observed trends are comparable (for the comparison gridded versus station data see Figures 4g and 4h).
Trends calculated from EURO-CORDEX RCM simulations are shown in Figures 4a and 4b as multimodel
means from 1971–2018 as maps and for the individual realizations in Figures 4c and 4d as boxplots. In the
multimodel, which represents an estimate for the model mean forced response, the model simulations indi-
cate larger trends in TNn than TXx. For TXx the models suggest the largest trends around the Black Sea.
For TNn, trends are largest toward the North and East, potentially as result of declining snow cover and of a
reduction of temperature variability due to the factors discussed above. For the individual realizations some
models are closer to observations than others. Since local to regional trends particularly in extremes are
strongly affected by internal variability (Fischer et al., 2014), observations should not be expected to agree
in their exact pattern with the multimodel mean nor individual realizations. Thus, we aggregate data over
all three subregions NEU+CEU+MED in the following.

Figures 4e and 4f show a direct comparison between the gridded E-OBS data and the EURO-CORDEX mod-
els as histograms over all models (for EURO-CORDEX) and all grid points in NEU+CEU+MED together.
The gridded TXx observations show a bimodal distribution. Splitting up the data into the subregions (Figure
S4) reveals that the higher end of this distribution comes from CEU and the lower end from NEU. Note
that the histogram for EURO-CORDEX samples across all models, not the multimodel mean. For TXx the
median trend across all EURO-CORDEX models is smaller than that of the gridded observations. Also, the
observed median trend across Europe exceeds the simulated median of almost 75% of the models (boxplot in
Figure 4e), consistent with earlier ENSEMBLES RCM which showed a weaker mean warming than obser-
vations (Lorenz & Jacob, 2010). Out of the 20 models more than 25% (6) simulate a roughly correct median,
25% simulate a higher median trend than E-OBS, but almost 50% (9) simulate a smaller median warming
than E-OBS (Figure 4c). The differences between models and observations may partly result from unforced
internal variability that affects even the distribution of multidecadal trends, from biased trends in the driving
GCMs or in the RCMs or from observational uncertainties. Too little warming of hot extremes is in contrast
to too much warming of hot extremes found in GCMs (Borodina et al., 2017; Fischer et al., 2014; Zwiers
et al., 2011). This may relate to the fact that most of the EURO-CORDEX models used a prescribed constant
aerosol climatology, while there has been a substantial decline in aerosol forcing over Europe (Wild, 2009).
In addition, the missing plant response to increased CO2 in RCMs could play a role (Giorgi & Gao, 2018;
Kala et al., 2016). Also note that the observed distribution of trends is substantially wider than that sampling
all simulations and all individual models (Figure 4c). This is counterintuitive and suggests that the models
underestimate the spatial heterogeneity of trends at these time scales. The medians of the gridded product
and the station data are similar over the combined NEU+CEU+MED region (Figure 4g).

In contrast to hot extremes, the trends in cold extremes tend to be overestimated by most of the
EURO-CORDEX simulations, as the observed area median trends are lower than in 85% of the models
(Figure 4d). In particular, there is hardly a model simulating a substantial fraction of negative trend, that is,
the low end of the distribution is not covered by the RCMs (Figures 4d and 4f). Again, the behavior seems
to be inconsistent with CMIP5 GCMs which on a global scale tend to seriously underestimate the observed
warming of TNn (Fischer et al., 2014; Min et al., 2013).

4. Conclusions
We detect a clear signal from climate change in the trends in extreme temperature and heat stress based on
observational data that cannot be explained by internal variability. We demonstrate that on average across
Europe the number of days with extreme heat and heat stress has more than tripled from 1950–2018 from less
than 2 days to more than 6 days per year. Changes are consistent across subregions, daytime and nighttime
temperatures, and across different percentile thresholds. Likewise, the intensity of daily (TXx) to weekly hot
extremes has increased by about 2.3 ◦C (median across Europe) from 1950–2018. The median rate of change
of 0.33 ◦C per decade is larger than the global average temperature warming of about 0.2 ◦C per decade today
(Masson-Delmotte et al., 2018). In CEU, the subregion with the strongest intensification, hot extremes have
warmed about 50% more than the corresponding summer mean temperatures while in NEU and MED hot
extreme and mean trends are similar.

Given that trends in annual temperature maxima experience high internal variability, it is not surprising that
few stations show no trend or even a cooling. When aggregating across all of Europe a clear signal can be
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detected. The vast majority of 94% show a warming trend and 60% of all stations even a significantly positive
trend. We demonstrate that even when accounting for spatial and temporal autocorrelation the distribution
of trends across Europe cannot be explained by internal variability alone. We show for the first time for
Europe that the overall signal can even be clearer detected for extreme heat stress, expressed as the annual
maximum daily mean wet-bulb temperature.

At the same time extreme cold days and nights have decreased by a factor of 2–3 on average across Europe
from 1950–2018. Cold extremes have warmed on average by 0.49 ◦C per decade, which is more than 3 ◦C
from 1950–2018. Thereby, the warming of cold extremes in NEU and CEU is substantially higher than the
corresponding winter mean warming and about 2.5 times larger than todays global average temperature
warming of about 0.2 ◦C per decade (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2018). Again a clear signal can be detected
at European scale: 94% of all stations show warming trends and 40% a statistically significant trend, an
asymmetry that cannot be explained by internal variability.

The overall signal in cold and hot extremes is consistent between station network and gridded E-Obs data.
Nevertheless, the exact trend magnitudes and small-scale patterns need to be interpreted with caution
because not all underlying station data are complete or have been homogenized (Hofstra et al., 2009). This
can result in spurious or doubtful trends at individual stations (Cornes & Jones, 2013) or over subregions.
Therefore, we carefully select only stations that provide nearly complete time coverage and focus on the
overall trend distributions across the whole European continent containing many stations. By focusing on
the overall distribution and the median change we expect our findings to be less affected by potential inho-
mogeneities or biases at individual stations. By aggregating spatially we furthermore account for the fact
that local trends are highly affected by internal variability.

We further demonstrate that the majority of EURO-CORDEX RCMs, which have not been evaluated regard-
ing trends in temperature extremes, tend to underestimate the intensification of hot extremes and even
more so overestimate the warming of extreme cold temperatures. This behavior is opposite to the behavior
of GCMs evaluated across larger scale. We expect that the deviation of EURO-CORDEX models may partly
relate to prescribing constant aerosol forcing (Giorgi & Gao, 2018), unforced internal variability that affects
even the continental average trends over almost 50 years or to a biased model response to the forcing (e.g.,
missing plant stomatal response to increased CO2; Kala et al., 2016). Thus, it is unclear to what extent this
potential bias also affects future projections by these models.
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